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1. **Strategic Planning Themes and Tactics**

   The MT sub-team presented a draft of the strategic and implementation plans. The group discussed the draft, and the subcommittee will meet again tomorrow to revise and refine the plan. MT will send the plan to the Libraries for feedback in the near future.

   Went with the Chancellor’s themes plus culture. Grand Challenge was absorbed into other categories since the implementation and planning are encompassed in the other areas.

2. **Recruitment Plan**

   ExCom presented its recruitment plan to MT. Jim will forward the request to the Provost’s office. The plan reflects recommendations from Management Team and from Program Review. Once the plan is approved by the campus Management Team will share it with the organization.

3. **Commons proposal**

   Commons 2.0

   MT is investigating a proposal for a change in Commons reporting. They are also investigating the possibility of expanding services in the Commons to include instruction/research assistance and a service point. It is likely that there will be a period of researching our users’ needs. Please stay tuned for more information in the upcoming months.

**Upcoming meetings**

July 21 – Student Library Advisory Board project update (invites need to be sent)

August 4 – Innovation Grant recipients’ final report presentations (invites need to be sent)

Future Meetings – Gifts and Grants Discussion with April from OCG and/or Sponsored Programs Administration, are we using PASCAL to its potential? Grants review team, invite Advancement (vice Aaron Conley), differentiated roles held by faculty and staff

Management team minutes are available online:  
http://ucblibraries.colorado.edu/adminservices/management/index.htm